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In recent years, the advances in information and communication technology (ICT) have resulted in the development of systems and applications aimed at supporting rehabilitation therapy and, therefore, contributing to the enrichment of patients’ life quality [1–3]. The creation and implementation of web-enabled communication, patient services, and other e-Health initiatives have been significantly developed and enhanced in order to improve the quality of health services and maintain a competitive advantage. Consequently, the quality of health care has significantly improved [4, 5]. Traditionally, technology has supported health professionals by providing instruments, diagnosis, and different therapeutic treatments [6]. Moreover, the information and communication technologies have expanded their application to management and planning activities of health areas. Thus, companies involved in the health area must expand their capabilities to all stakeholders, including patients and the public in general towards robust, efficient, and friendly telemedicine systems [7, 8].

According to the literature [9, 10], doctors and nurses make use of the Internet in two main ways: (1) for communication, to send information through email, and (2) as an extensive library, to consult the clinical information. Also, it is mentioned that they have good computer skills, a positive attitude towards using the computer and Internet, and are motivated to use both ways on daily activities. However, [11] mentioned that some health professionals still show some resistance towards the acceptance of new technologies, even when some health sectors are beginning to integrate ICT in some of their fields.

Besides, Bernard et al. [12] mention that ICTs offer practical and timely mechanisms for continuing medical education allowing the improvement of educational programs for health professionals in rural areas [13–15]. Simultaneously, ICT may also have an important role in transferring clinical data [16]. The American Psychiatric Association (APA) states that once the information is stored, it is essential to have access to it. Moreover, recent technological advances have enabled the introduction of a broad range of telemedicine applications, such as teleradiology, teleconsultation, telesurgery, remote patient monitoring, and health-care records management that are supported by computer networks and wireless communication [17–20].

Through the development of user interfaces for health-care applications, researchers have empirically evaluated the effectiveness of diverse user-centered design (UCD) approaches [21, 22]. Health-care software developers often overlook relevant user features, user tasks, user preferences, and
usability issues. Thus, systems can provoke a decrease in productivity or simply be unusable. Several factors could be attributed to developing poor systems, such as cost and time restrictions and the lack of developers with sufficient knowledge on user-centered design [23].

According to the literature [24, 25], only 61% of information system projects meet the customer requirement specifications. Furthermore, 63% of projects exceed their estimated budgets due to the inadequate initial user analysis [24]. Incorporating good design principles in the beginning phase of a project not only saves time and cost, but also decreases changes in design late in the development process [25].

According to Wallach and Scholz [26], a UCD is defined as a design process and evaluation that pays attention to the intended user, focusing on what they will do with the product, where they will use it, and what features they consider essential. In particular, a UCD may be used by designers to address the needs of the patients and specialists about questions related to experiences with mental models of illness and disabilities. Figure 1 provides a graphical illustration of the process of UCD used in this research work.

As Figure 1 shows, this research presents a user centered design framework (UCD), specifically for customizing the design of health interfaces. The UCD contains four steps to follow: (1) analysis, (2) design, (3) implementation, and (4) evaluation. The goal of customizing the design of the interfaces is to model and develop systems based on the user needs and features. Therefore, the UCD used proposes to involve patients and specialists throughout the design phases, leading to easy-to-learn systems that increase user productivity and satisfaction and user acceptance and that reduce user errors and user training time.

2. State of the Art

Broadly, telemedicine refers to the use of information and telecommunication technologies to distribute information and/or expertise necessary for healthcare service provision, collaboration, and/or delivery among geographically separated participants, including physicians and patients [27, 28]. Different definitions highlight that telemedicine is an open and constantly evolving science, as it incorporates new technological advancements, and it responds and adapts to the changing societies’ health needs [29]. Telemedicine supports different types of relationship between two or more actors who are not in a common physical space. The most common relationships established are (1) professional-professional, (2) professional-professional-patient, and (3) professional-patient.

Telemedicine covers different forms of information: (1) transmission (voice, sound, video, still picture, and text); (2) communication technologies (standard telephone lines, coaxial cable, satellite, microwave, digital wireless, ISDN, and Internet); and (3) user interfaces (desktop computers, laptop computers, personal digital assistants, fax machines, telephones, mobile phones, videophones, various stand-alone systems, and peripherals). All of them allow to carry out a wide range of activities, such as store-and-forward applications, which involve the asynchronous transmission of medical information, patient/health provider communications, and other data, and live audiographic encounters, which combine sound with still pictures, and perhaps, most importantly, the live two-way interactive video consultation [30, 31].

One of the main motivations for the application of ICT in both healthcare organizations, public and private, lies in the necessity of improving the information and providing medical care to a multitude of geographically dispersed agents. Clinical studies have shown that telemedicine is safe and cost-effective, compared with hospital treatment, especially with patients suffering from chronic diseases [32]. Besides, it is important to highlight that the introduction of telemedicine services must overcome a series of obstacles such as acceptance by patients, accessibility issues, technology costs, physical and psychological disabilities of patients, and acceptance and availability of medical personal [33, 34].

Despite all obstacles and failures, telemedicine concepts have been considered of great potential to support healthcare in particular for patients with neurological diseases. Since most of these patients are from older age groups, it is important to develop concepts, systems, and devices that can be handled by older patients and customized to their individual needs and limitations.

In this context, it is important to mention that despite its growth, there is a general feeling that telemedicine has a long way to go before it reaches its maximum potential [35]. Therefore, many different telemedical systems have been developed and used on various scales simply as experimental until a broader routine is carried out. Each of these scale systems has been more or less successful. However, the development of telemedicine systems and devices has often been defined by technical possibilities rather than by the needs of patients or their caregivers. Then, in order to know the performance of a telemedicine system, it needs to be evaluated not only for their benefit, but also for their feasibility, acceptance, and economic efficiency. Moreover, studies focused on telemedicine should consider research scenarios close to rehabilitation and should include older patients and patients with cognitive and physical limitations [35].

2.1. Advantages and Disadvantages with respect to Other Systems Developed. Table 1 summarizes the major advantages and disadvantages of other existing telemedicine systems.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Reference Model for the User-Centered Design of the Telemedicine Systems. The design process employed in the development of the telemedicine systems was inspired on the user-centered design (UCD) approach, a widely accepted methodology for creating usable applications or systems, which aims to truly meet the needs of users [3]. Figure 1 gives an overview of the developed method. The method is composed of four phases: (1) analysis, (2) design, (3) implementation, and (4) evaluation. The method phases are further described below.

The main challenge of this method is the customization of activities according to the user’s needs. Besides, this approach
can be achieved only when the user is actively involved during the design and evaluation of an application or system.

The following sections describe each of the method phases.

(1) Analysis. This phase is focused on three variables: (1) user features, which include cognitive functioning and disabilities, (2) activities characteristics, which include the definition and gathering of content, and (3) definition of the profiles, which includes the identification of end user. (The end user is a user that interacts with a specific device, system, or service. The main users of healthcare ICT are (a) healthcare professionals who work with healthcare information and communication technology applications in hospitals and other healthcare organizations, (b) patients, (c) the general public (regarding the eHealth services), and (d) other supportive parties (e.g., parents, family, and social care workers).)

Then, this phase is focused on each user. The phase begins interviewing patients and specialists to know the information that should be reflected in the system. Then, the objectives that each activity must achieve are identified. Afterwards, the user profiles, which allow the customization of activities and therapy according to the user, are defined. Finally, the analysis and definition of the therapy model are developed.

(2) Design. This phase is focused on the conceptualization of user requirements. This phase begins designing low-fidelity prototypes, which show essential elements of the interface for a specific user. Then, the high-fidelity prototypes, which consist of developing visual design of each end user interface, are developed. Each prototype is assessed by all users to identify any discrepancies or errors during the implementation phase.

(3) Implementation. This phase is focused on creating a layout that includes all the navigation features for each system component (activities, therapies, and progress). The design and implementation phases are iterative. Before implementing a real environment with real users, the prototypes, two things happen: the functional designs are evaluated by all users, and errors that have been identified are corrected and debugged.

(4) Evaluation. This phase is focused on developing the application according to the proposed design and its improvements that resulted from consistent user feedback. The user feedback can be obtained during different stages of the design (conceptual design, visual design, and functional design). In this phase a prototype evaluation with end users is performed.

3.2. MAIA Framework. The MAIA framework is used to support the idea of institutions as a major structure for conceptualizing social systems. The MAIA framework extends and formalizes the components of the IAD4 (an institutional framework that provides a collection of concepts present in a social system with an institutional perspective) to present a metamodel for conceptualizing social systems for agent-based simulation [36].

The MAIA framework has been used in this research by designers with different professional profiles in order to conceptualize the components of telemedicine systems. According to Ferruzca Navarro [37], MAIA is a useful tool to identify those involved in a system. It represents the system through a graphical structure and builds a table to describe its proposed components.
Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages with respect to other systems developed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Description of system</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The RuralHub Telepsych system [44]</td>
<td>Report on a geriatric telepsychiatry consultation service provided by a tertiary-care hospital to rural nursing homes located up to a few hours' drive away. It has been successfully used with a wide variety of diagnostic groups (such as patients with depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, panic disorder and/or agoraphobia, Alzheimer's disease, schizophrenia, and other mental-health conditions).</td>
<td>(i) Patients show acceptance and adherence to a treatment regimen. (ii) Telepsych is comparable to conventional treatment in outcomes and cost. (iii) Overcomes the traditional therapy (face-to-face sessions), particularly when dealing with patients prone to violence or who are afraid of leaving home for treatment.</td>
<td>(i) It creates &quot;an impersonal atmosphere.&quot; (ii) Is problematic for elderly patients with sensory impairments, for treating uncooperative or paranoid patients, and in emergency situations. (iii) Telepsych does not have a collaborative online environment to support exchange of formal and informal information. (iv) There is not involvement of users in the design and development stages of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portable tele-assessment system [45]</td>
<td>Remote evaluation of the elbow joint with spasticity and contracture in patients with neurological disorders. Especially in patients with spasticity.</td>
<td>(i) Provided physical as well as audiovisual interaction between the clinician and the patient. (ii) Saving time and costs involved in the rehabilitation. (iii) Attractive to the patients since it was designed to be lowcost and portable. (iv) Allows remote monitoring of a remote way the progression of physical treatment without missing the essential part—physical feel.</td>
<td>(i) The spasticity test is limited, because the doctor has to perform therapy exercises, burn for teaching, and the replay to be viewed by the patient. (ii) There is not involvement of users in the design and development stages of the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUBADE system [46]</td>
<td>AUBADE is an integrated platform built for the affective assessment of individuals. The system performs the evaluation of the emotional state.</td>
<td>(i) It has an intelligent emotion recognition module and a facial animation module. (ii) It has databases where the acquired signals along with the subject's animation videos are saved. (iii) Is a multifunctional system that can be utilized in many different ways and in multiple application fields. (iv) The AUBADE system consists of a multisensorial wearable, a data acquisition, and wireless communication module, a feature extraction module.</td>
<td>(i) The system's clinical application is based on the ability of supporting clinical diagnosis related to all the pathologies taking into account if the patient's capability to feel and express emotions is limited or totally absent. (ii) Due to the fact that emotions vary from person to person, the system must be trained by using a variety of subjects and then by testing its performance; this implies an investment of time that often people and specialists do not have.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telemedical Interventional Monitoring in Heart Failure (TIM-HF) [47, 48]</td>
<td>Wireless Bluetooth system with a personal digital assistant (PDA) that performs automated encrypted transmission via mobile phone of electrocardiogram measurement, blood pressure measurement, and body weight. The telemonitoring system consists on the one hand, of portable home devices (ECG, and blood pressure measurement and body weight) connected to PDA via a local network. On the other hand, a telemedical workstation with electronic patient record that is a web application with a graphical user interface browser so that incoming measurements generate events according to a set of medical prioritization rules to initiate a workflow-guided review process in the telemedical workstation and its further evaluation by medical professionals.</td>
<td>(i) Prevents hospitalizations by early detection of disease worsening followed by immediate intervention. (ii) Home devices for ECG, body weight, blood pressure, and self-assessment measurement are used. (iii) PDA has a touchscreen option for a scaled self-assessment. (iv) A home emergency call system provides direct contact to health-care professionals. (v) The medical system has been built as an open platform to integrate other home devices for monitoring such as diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, anticoagulants, and implantable cardiac device information.</td>
<td>(i) Telemedical centers must operate around the clock every day of year because it requires immediate diagnosis and prompt treatment. (ii) To ensure patient safety, it was required at least that 94% of the total system be available, including the mobile phone network. (iii) Wireless technology is susceptible to faults. Besides there is not defined standards for secure wireless transmission of the data. (iv) The volunteers that proved the system were younger than the anticipated chronic heart population.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: Continued.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems</th>
<th>Description of system</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart failure case disease</td>
<td>Is a care process that verifies the state of a patient illness throughout sending</td>
<td>(i) The program uses a toll-free number.</td>
<td>Management effectiveness depends on the team management, the intensity of treatment, the parameters monitored, the standardization of managerial algorithms and the characteristics of the patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>management program [49]</td>
<td>the information concerning his or her vital signs such as weight, systolic blood</td>
<td>(ii) The overall procedure is managed by an interactive voice response (IVR) system (Appel Electronica Srl, Turin); therefore, the data transmission did not require operator support.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pressure, heart rate, dyspnoea, asthenia, edema, therapy changes, blood urea nitrogen,</td>
<td>(iii) The daily telemonitoring activities typically began by listening vocal message and taking the appropriate actions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>creatinine, sodium, potassium, and bilirubine to medical staff in order to support</td>
<td>(iv) Optimized therapy and continuous redefinition of the care process.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>decision-making to prevent haemodynamic imbalance, to reinforce educational support,</td>
<td>(v) Increases patient’s knowledge about management of illness, recognition of initial signs, and symptoms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to optimize therapy, and to improve quality of life and outcomes.  The telemedical</td>
<td>(vi) The tight relationship between health-care personnel and patients allows coaching in a way that the patient is simulated toward an activate participation in self-management of his or her illness.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>staff and patients use a touchpad or mobile phone at their home, after having dialed a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>toll-free number. Then, each parameter was entered in reply to question asked by a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>recorded voice and a confirmation was requested to each of them.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eMental System*</td>
<td>Supports the rehabilitation of the elderly with cognitive impairment through</td>
<td>(i) It manages automatically the degree of difficulty to suit the cognitive level of each patient.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>promoting social integration. It provides a cognitive stimulation therapy to the</td>
<td>(ii) Provides visual feedback to users’ tasks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>patients, caregivers, and specialists.</td>
<td>(iii) The therapy is performed in the comfort (iv) of home.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(v) It promotes family to incorporate with patient rehabilitation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(vi) Saving time and costs involved in rehabilitation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Park system*</td>
<td>The detection of cognitive deterioration of person with Parkinson’s disease. By</td>
<td>(i) Standardization and optimization in the application of the PD-CRS test.</td>
<td>The first version of the system is not depending on the limitations of the patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>applying the PD-CRS test through Internet.</td>
<td>(ii) Capture and execution of quasi-digital PD-CRS test.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) The system automatically manages the patients and the time duration for each session.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) Provides visual feedback of the test results.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Telemedicine system described in this research.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Now, a conceptual model based on the framework for the analysis of interactions between agents (MAIA) is presented [37]. According to Ferruzca Navarro [37], the conceptual model behind this framework is composed of structural components and articulations. The interactions within a system lead to patterns that can be evaluated by the analyst. The MAIA framework views actors as institutional-driven entities. Agents form the key concepts of the modeled system and then are placed within a context. The main objective of MAIA framework is the identification of the key players involved in a telemedicine system and their relationships. The main components of MAIA are organization, subject, artifacts, and context, which are considered structural agents.
within the system that coordinate their actions according to the pursued objective, giving place to other elements such as object, task activities, products, and representational activity (see Figure 2).

A fundamental aspect of any system is the analysis and understanding of their composition. In this regard, the components (entities) related to the structure of the telemedicine system are described based on the MAIA model. According to the author in [37], the conceptual model of this methodology consists of structural components and articulation. Each is briefly described here.

### 3.2.1. Structural Components

(i) **Organization.** The organization establishes the division of work in the system and their operating rules (procedures). Furthermore, it provides the means of communication and working that subjects have to use in their work. Examples of organization are hospitals, schools, research centers, and laboratories.

(ii) **Subject.** A subject is an agent who starts a task and is able to interact with other members of the system. The description of a subject can be based on demographics, physical or motor skills and cognitive, emotional, or affective aspects. A subject may perform one or more roles within the system. Examples of subjects include patients, families, caregivers, and specialists.

(iii) **Artifact.** It is a tangible or intangible resource that allows the execution of a task. The artifacts affect what subjects do and how they do it. There are many ways to understand the artifacts. Besides, there are several ways to describe the artifacts, such as their appearance, use, and personal satisfaction. Examples of artifacts include computers, mobile documents, equipment, and applications.

(iv) **Context:** Workspace (Physical or Virtual) in Which the subjects and Artifacts Are Developed. The context affects the learning process of individuals as well as their behavior. Examples of spaces include hospital therapy rooms, home, and web applications.

(v) **Product:** Result of the Interactive Activity between the System Components in Accordance with the Objective Pursued. A device, a service, and a professional are examples of products obtained through various tasks. A "product" could be employed in another system as artifact, procedure, subject, or environment.

### 3.2.2. Articulation Components

(i) **Objective.** The organization raises a number of goals that must be achieved. These goals determine the behavior of the subjects. To achieve these goals, people perform tasks which lean on other people, artifacts, and environments.

(ii) **Task.** The fulfillment of objectives is performed by carrying out a series of tasks that are designed to achieve them. The tasks are assigned based on the role of each person or group and whose complexity can break down into a set of simple activities.

(iii) **Activity:** Set of Steps to Carry Out a Task. After defining the components of the MAIA framework, the structural components may be immediately identified to make up the system. Similarly, it is possible to define the articulation components. Next, we are showing the questions that guide the identification of system components (see Figure 3).

### 4. Results

At the Laboratory of Multimedia Applications at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, telemedicine systems have been developed. The telemedicine systems aim to create multimedia tools, available through the Internet, which contribute to improve patients and families life quality. The systems are intended not only to serve in the rehabilitation of patients, but also to therapists and specialists in the process of monitoring the therapy. Next a detailed description of the telemedicine systems created based on the reference model for UCD, described in the previous section, is presented.

#### 4.1. Case Study

4.1.1. **Case Study 1: The eMental System.** The main objective of the eMental system is to support the rehabilitation of the elderly with cognitive impairment and to promote their
social integration. The eMental system provides a cognitive stimulation therapy to the patients, caregivers, and specialists. Its primary function is to improve the capabilities of people with any cognitive alteration, through a telemedicine system.

1) Analysis. The degenerative disorders, which include cortical dementias such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and subcortical dementias such as Parkinson’s disease, are most prevalent. Cognitive impairments also result from other less prevalent conditions as traumatic brain injuries (TBIs); vascular disorders such as strokes; other progressive disorders of the central nervous system such as multiple sclerosis (MS); toxic conditions such as alcoholism; infectious processes such as HIV and AIDS; brain tumors; oxygen deprivation; and metabolic conditions such as diabetes. Cognitive decline also occurs routinely in individuals who are aging “normally” [38]. The patients with cognitive impairment have some physical and mental limitations, so they are sometimes assisted by their caregiver or family to perform daily activities.

As a result of a first approach with a hospital in Spain, it was possible to define the participation of different actors that were involved in the rehabilitation process.

The eMental system is directed to the next users: doctors, patients, caregivers, and other specialists (see Table 2). Next, the approaches obtained from the study are presented as follows:

(i) professional cases (doctors, therapists, and other specialists) require a telemedicine system that helps them monitor and trace patients with cognitive alterations. It also should be able to manage customized therapy sessions;

(ii) patient cases require an asynchronously system that allows patients to access from any point and place without going to the hospital or rehabilitation place. It allows health-care providers to follow the patient’s evolution and medication at home and, in general, monitoring the patient from a distance;

(iii) patients suffering from cognitive alterations such as brain injury, mild or moderate Alzheimer, neurodegenerative disorders, psychiatric disorder associated with cognitive impairment. This procedure includes supporting family and/or caregivers that assist in the rehabilitation of patients.

To understand the needs and limitations of each user, a direct observation on the subjects of the research (patients, caregivers, and specialists) was used focusing on their situation, environment, and activity. To do so, verbal interviews were performed to all users interested in research; this allows to collecting their opinions and experiences. Then, these comments were taken into account in the system design process.

---

**Figure 3:** Questions guide to the identification of system components [37].
After understanding the users’ goals and needs, the next step consisted in organizing the information according to the MAIA framework [37]. In order to facilitate the understanding of the main actors involved in the therapeutic process and to allow the development of further systems adapted to the actual needs and circumstances, the representation of the therapy process for the eMental system by following MAIA methodology is shown (see Figure 4).

(2) Design. The eMental system is designed for specialists in cognitive therapy. At the design and development process, different roles were identified as follows: (a) the medical team defined the contents; (b) the design team proposed the graphical user interface (GUI) (Graphic User Interface represents the information and actions available to a user through icons and graphical elements [39]) that attempted to represent communication between the patient and the specialist; and finally (c) the development team was responsible for programming and executing the contents of the system. The eMental system considered important capabilities such as attention and concentration, executive functions (reasoning, planning), perception and knowledge, language, and computation special orientation.

In order to characterize the contents of the system as far as possible, a conceptual design of the eMental system was schematized after conducting a literature review. This process was conducted with the support of several medical specialists and taking into account the opinions and experiences gathered in the direct observation. In the traditional therapy, the therapist performs the therapy through using pencil and paper supported with a picture book with cognitive stimulation exercises.

The eMental system was designed in a way that the therapy can be performed by the patient in the comfort of his or her home. Each of the cognitive stimulation exercises mentioned in the picture book were adapted and customized in the system so that patients could perform their exercises in a more comfortably and easily way. Furthermore, the therapists could perform the rehabilitation therapy more quickly and with a greater control over the results. This allows to attain a reduction of costs and time for both the patient and the hospital. To achieve this, the therapist classified each of the years in a total of 6 items, while the design team digitized each of the necessary fonts (images, photographs, diagrams, etc.) to design the exercises within the system.

Once the components and contents were defined, the team performed several low-fidelity prototypes (sketches) through designing quick and easy user interface. These prototypes were presented to the medical team and the development team in order to get comments and new ideas regarding the design of the system framework.

Therefore, a better designed high-fidelity prototype was obtained. Next, three important areas of the system are determined in order to understand the tasks, the therapy, and the progress. These are described as follows:

(i) the task area contains customized activities that the doctor or therapist considers relevant to the patient's rehabilitation;
(ii) the therapy area has \( n \) modules that integrate memory exercises, numbers, letters, and drawings. It also has three levels which are adjusted to the patient's evaluation;
(iii) the progress area: the results obtained during the therapy process can be displayed graphically to the users.

This eMental system consists of a series of 96 exercises such as calculation, memory, attention, orientation, language, and visuospatial exercises designed to address mental capacities like attention and concentration, executive functions (reasoning, planning), perception and knowledge, language, calculation, and special orientation. Next, some prototypes designed for representing patient tasks are shown.

The eMental system provides users a greater possibility of easily access to the technology world and, at the same time, strengthens their mental functions with exercises that are displayed in a web environment. In addition, the system has an asynchronous mode, meaning that the patient performs exercises with the assistance of a family member or caregiver, anytime, anywhere. Furthermore, the system records the patient’s activities to be evaluated by a doctor or therapist and the progress of the therapy is recorded visually.

As a result, the first design proposals obtained have an intuitive graphical interface that facilitates the interaction between the user and the system without having advanced computer skills. Moreover, each of the designed activities increases the self-esteem and reinforces the skills the patient still preserves, reducing frustration towards the therapy through encouraging messages to the successes and failures of the patient. This leads to improved results, such as increasing the attention of users and minimizing external distraction.

(3) Implementation. The implementation of the first version of the eMental system involved a hospital in the south of Spain. The hospital provided a rehabilitation team which consisted in a medic, a physiotherapist, a patient, and a caregiver and also furnished with areas for therapy rooms.

The multimedia engineering laboratory team was responsible for installing the technological artifacts (touchscreen,
camera, and microphone) within the therapy rooms. Besides, they presented the proposal for the eMental system design by considering a detailed visualization of the tasks each patient should perform and the visualization process of the therapy each therapist should receive.

In order to evaluate the first design proposals, there were selected users who had the next features: (1) were familiar with cognitive impairment (such as doctors, therapists, patients, caregivers, and other specialists); (2) had basic computer skills, such as sending and receiving e-mail and capturing images from a camera or electronic device; (3) had knowledge of the test application, time availability, and exchange experiences on the issue; and finally (4) were interested in the rehabilitation through ICTs. The characteristics of the study group will be described in the following section.

The next step to the system is conducting tests with bigger groups, considering variables such as acceptance and usability.

(4) Evaluation. The researchers selected a group of potential users to analyze and evaluate the functional model designed from the prototypes improvements. A total of nine users attended the first presentation of functional layout of the system (two patients, two caregivers, one therapist, one doctor, two engineers, and one web designer).

To evaluate the usability of the system, first, the graphical interface and digitized exercises were presented. Later, the use and functionality of the system were explained in detail. Finally, verbal questions were performed to obtain each present person’s point of view. As a result, on the one hand, small changes in the graphical interface (color, font size) were indicated. On the other hand, difficulty levels to the exercises were added.

At present, in order to improve the opportunity areas that have been identified in the first evaluation feedback, the system is in a redesign phase.

4.1.2. Case Study 2: The e-Park System. The main objective of the e-Park system is the detection of cognitive deterioration of a person with Parkinson’s disease. This is achieved through a telemedicine system that allows evaluating patients with a disease scale of PD-CRS by using telemedicine system.

(1) Analysis. Parkinson’s disease has degenerative neurological symptoms that initially affect the motor system; however, it is evidenced that other areas could be affected by the progression of the disease, such as the cognitive and autonomic systems. The cognitive affection is concentrated in the executive functions area, visuospatial skills and some forms of memory and language [40, 41]. The main symptoms of this disease are poor control of movements: shaking, sluggishness, stiffness, and abnormalities of posture and walking. Moreover, the affected person requires different cares to help him/her perform daily activities. The assistance of family members or caregivers for improving his/her life quality is required.

As a result of a first approach with a hospital in Spain, it was possible to define the participation of the different actors that were involved in a rehabilitation process.

The e-Park system is focused on the next users: doctors, patients, caregivers, and other specialists (as described in

Figure 4: Representation of the therapy process for the eMental system by following MAIA methodology.
Section 4.1.1, Table 2). Next, the approaches obtained from the study are presented as follows:

(i) professional cases (doctors, therapists, and others specialists) require a telemedicine system that helps them monitor and trace patients with cognitive deterioration. It also should be able to manage a customized therapy sessions;
(ii) patient cases require an asynchronously system that allows access to patient from any point and place without going to the hospital or rehabilitation place;
(iii) its require system to allow remote patient monitoring and the evolution and implementation of medication is administered at home;
(iv) the patients are those who have Parkinson's disease. This procedure includes supporting family and/or caregivers that assist in the rehabilitation of patients.

Same as the previous case study, to understand the needs and limitations of each user, a direct observation was used to understand their situation, environment, and activity. Then, all comments were taken into account in the system design process.

After understanding the goals and needs of users, the next step consisted in organizing the information according to the MAIA framework [37]. In order to facilitate the understanding of the main actors involved in the therapeutic process and to allow further system development adapted to the actual needs and circumstances, the representation of the therapy process for the e-Park system by following MAIA methodology is shown (see Figure 5).

(2) Design. The e-Park system is planned by expert doctors experienced in specialized drugs treatment (the selection of drug treatment/therapy should be made after the patient with Parkinson's disease has been properly informed of drug efficacy [42]) for rehabilitation of Parkinson's disease. The e-Park system is designed for specialists in the application of the PD-CRS test. At the design and development stages, different roles were identified as follows: (a) the medical team defined the activities for the test; (b) the design team proposed the graphical user interface that attempted to represent communication between patient and specialist; and finally (c) the development team was responsible for programming and executing the contents of the system.

In order to characterize the contents of the system as far as possible, a conceptual design of the e-Park system was schematized after conducting a literature review. This process was conducted with the support of several medical specialists and taking into account the opinions and experiences gathered in the direct observation. In the traditional therapy, the therapist performs the therapy through using pencil and paper, supported with a test called Cognitive Rating Scale (PD-CRS).

The e-Park system was designed in a way that the therapy can be performed by the patient in the comfort of his or her home. Each question on the test was adapted and customized within the system so that the therapist could easily record the results of their patients, achieving a reduction of costs and time for both the patient and the hospital. Besides, the patients could perform the exercises in a more comfortable and easily way.

The test (PD-CRS) includes nine divisions with a maximum total score of 92 as follows:

(i) subcortical functions: attention (10), short memory (10), working memory (10) and delayed memory (12), verbal fluency and alternating action, and spontaneous drawing of clock (10);
(ii) cortical functions: designation (20) and a clock copy (10).

The verbal fluency and alternating do not have maximum scores. They are obtained by adding the rating for subcortical subscales, the cortical and the total PD-CRS. Better punctuation provides better cognitive level.

Once the components and contents were defined, the team performed several low-fidelity prototypes (sketches) through designing quick and easy user interface. These prototypes were presented to the medical team and the development team in order to get comments and new ideas regarding the design of the system framework.

Therefore, a better designed high-fidelity prototype was obtained. Next, two application modes of the system are determined (see Figure 6):

(1) online assistance, which means helping the specialist perform a real-time evaluation of the patient;
(2) self-evaluation, meaning the evaluation of the patient himself or herself with this assistance of his or her family members and caregivers previously trained in this activity.

The e-Park system has an asynchronous mode (remote real-time communication), meaning that the patient performs the test exercises with the assistance of a family member or caregiver, anytime and anywhere. Furthermore, it allows the specialist to manage the application of the system and their patients through using a web application such as video conferencing (see Figure 7).

The patient performs the test in front of a screen by following the specialist's instructions, and the specialist interacts with another application. This allows guiding the execution of the PD-CRS test and the record of the results of the patient.

(3) Implementation. The implementation of the first version of the e-Park System involved two hospitals in southern Spain. The hospitals provide a rehabilitation team, which consisted in a medic, a therapist, a neurologist, a patient, and a caregiver and also furnished with areas for therapy rooms. The multimedia engineering laboratory team was responsible for installing the technological artifacts (touch screen, camera, and microphone) within the therapy rooms. Besides, they presented the proposal of functional design by considering a detailed visualization of the test PD-CRS.

In order to evaluate the first design proposals, there were selected users who had the next features: (1) were familiar with Parkinson's disease (such as doctors, therapists, patients, caregivers, and other specialists); (2) had basic computer
skills, such as sending and receiving email and capturing images from a camera or electronic device; (3) had knowledge of the test application, time availability, and exchange experiences of the issue; and finally (4) were interested in the rehabilitation through ICTs. The characteristics of the study group will be described in the following section.

The next step to the system is conducting tests with bigger groups, considering variables such as acceptance and usability.

(4) Evaluation. It is important to mention that eMental and e-Park systems are in a phase of evaluation and redesign. Because of this, this research shows the first results obtained in the usability evaluation of the two systems.

Qualitative evaluation is used in the research. Therefore, the number of participants in the case study is small.

Furthermore, the qualitative analysis allows the data to be manipulated in order to extract a relevant significance regarding the objective of the research.

The patients were selected for a consecutive period of 12 weeks between April 2010 and July 2010. Appropriate cases were defined to those following patients:

(i) patient 1: patient with primary Parkinson’s disease;
(ii) patient 2: patient with primary Parkinson’s disease;
(iii) patient 3: patient in the predementia stage of Alzheimer’s disease;
(iv) patient 4: patient in the early stage of Alzheimer’s disease.
Good morning Mr. Jose L. Do you like doing the test?

I am ready doctor.

The first test, go?

Test 1 of 9
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Now you must repeat aloud all words that remind you just read

Says all words that remind
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Figure 7: Sequence of the therapy.

The age range for this study is 60 years old, with only one case being under the age of 50 years. The rate for men is 75% and for women 25%.

The work team showed the functional prototype of the eMental system. The doctors and therapists visualized the tool by running the system and exercises of the patients.

Moreover, the work team showed the functional prototype of the e-Park system. The patient performed the test in front of a screen by following the specialist’s instructions, and the specialist interacted through another application.

Finally, the complete evaluation of the first proposal of the two systems took place on February 24, 2011. It involved a total of 17 people, including four patients, four caregivers, two therapists, one neurologist, three doctors, two engineers, and one web designer.

In order to carry out a first evaluation of the two systems, a questionnaire based on parameters of usability and technology acceptance (the technology acceptance evaluates a series of factors that influence the decision on how and when the patient will use the technology [43]) was applied. The questionnaire composed of 16 closed questions was answered by the studying group. The mean time of the evaluations duration was approximately 30 minutes.

The questionnaire applied to the study group in order to get information about parameters of usability and acceptance of technology is shown in Table 3.

As shown previously, the questionnaire is composed of 15 closed questions, grouped into five parameters: easiness of navigation, learnability, satisfaction, operability, and functionality. The questionnaire also included one open question in order to obtain different comments and feedback of the system.

The scale of measure used in the questionnaire corresponds to a Likert scale of seven points. The options in the scale was as follows: (a) the range of values between 1 and 3 were selected for expressing disagreement; (b) the value 1 was selected for strong disagreement; (c) the value 4 was selected for a neutral opinion; and finally (d) the range of values...
Table 3: Questions applied to the study group. Adaptation of Martínez Alcalá, 2012 [50].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Easiness of navigation</td>
<td>(i) Is my interaction with telemedicine system clear and understandable?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Was it easy for me to use the telemedicine system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Do I find easy to use the telemedicine system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability</td>
<td>(i) Is it easy for me to learn how to operate the telemedicine system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Is the telemedicine system design friendly?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Are the instructions given in therapy clear and easy to understand?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>(i) Is it helpful to implement a telemedicine system for rehabilitation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Is the telemedicine system design an attractive idea?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Does the telemedicine system provide an attractive rehabilitation environment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) Do I like working with telemedicine system?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operability</td>
<td>(i) Does the telemedicine system design meet your expectations?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ii) Does the design (appearance, color, shape, etc.) clearly show that it is a support system to improve the cognitive impairment problem?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iii) Is the telemedicine system capable of correctly representing improvements experienced by the treatment?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(iv) Do I find the telemedicine system useful in my rehabilitation?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>Does the design of therapy allow its activities easier?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open question</td>
<td>In general, do you think that undergoing a rehabilitation process through the telemedicine system increases the chances of improving your current condition?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

between 5 and 7 was selected for expressing agreement, where 7 meant totally agree.

Then, a total of 16 validated questionnaires were obtained. The rate of response of the questionnaires was 82.35% (referred to the total percentage of medical personnel and patients in the hospital). The summary of results obtained from the application of the questionnaire is shown below (see Figure 8).

In the analysis of the first parameter, ease of navigation, the users showed a positive agreement (7), asserting that telemedicine systems designed are of easy navigation, and therefore, the patients will be able to use it at home. A positive value in the first parameter finally promotes the implementation of telemedicine systems for the rehabilitation of patients with neurological diseases.

In the second parameter, learnability, the users showed a positive agreement (7), reflecting to agree on the design of telemedicine systems is friendly, clear, and easy to understand. This indicates the systems designed in this telemedicine research taking into consideration the needs of the hospital and patients.

The third analyzed parameter is satisfaction; the user showed a favorable result (7), manifesting a positive agreement that telemedicine systems provide an attractive environment for rehabilitation.

In the parameter of operability, there is a very minimal margin between the answers provided (5.2), which indicates that in the future, the users need more time to evaluate the usability of the system.

Concerning the analysis of the last parameter, functionality, the users showed a positive agreement (6), affirming that the design of therapy allowed the patients to perform rehabilitation exercises in a more easy and attractive way.

4.2. Technological Attributes. Table 4 shows a comparative analysis according to the technological attributes that are provided by the telemedicine systems developed in this research.

This comparison shows that the systems described in this research are designed step by step, with the purpose of customizing therapies according to the profile and disability of patients, taking into account the needs of patients throughout the system design process.

5. Conclusions

Telemedicine is gradually, if not rapidly, becoming a technological and clinical reality. Therefore, it is essential to address the challenge that exists in the successful evaluation of a telemedicine system. By reviewing the literature related to telemedicine systems, we noticed the necessity to concentrate on the specific user requirements, particularly referring to patients, in order to develop an intuitive and effective system.

This research work proposes a framework based on the UCD methodology and MAIA framework, to design systems customized to particular users with specific characteristics and needs, increasing the acceptance and satisfaction in the users. An important feature of the proposed framework is the involvement of end users through the design processes, which allows collecting important data of user needs. Moreover, the reliability and validation of the first functional layouts are increased. Therefore, this framework becomes the source to optimizing the design of the telemedicine systems interfaces...
Table 4: Comparison of systems technological attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Devices</th>
<th>Compatibility</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Accessibility</th>
<th>Portability</th>
<th>Satisfaction and acceptance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) The RuralHub Telepsych system</td>
<td>E-mail, fax, and telephone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Portable teleassessment system</td>
<td>Cameras, microphones, and PC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) AUBADE system</td>
<td>Integrated platform and PC</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Telemedical interventional monitoring in heart failure</td>
<td>Personal digital assistant, home devices (ECG), and Web application</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Heart failure case disease management program</td>
<td>Touchpad or mobile phone</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) eMental system</td>
<td>Web application, cameras, microphone, and touchscreen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) e-Park System</td>
<td>Web application, cameras, microphone, and touchscreen</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

according to users’ real needs. The proposed framework is composed of four phases: analysis, design, implementation, and evaluation.

Besides, this paper shows the performance of the proposed framework through implementing it in two case studies to design two systems: eMental system and e-Park system. These telemedicine systems were developed in real hospital environments in order to focus on monitoring the rehabilitation of patients with neurological disorders. All designed telemedicine systems were customized to cognitive and physical limitations of the patients. This way, they provided visual information of patient progress to the medical staff.

As main benefits, this approach reduces significantly the time of patients in hospitals, without reducing the continuous monitoring of patients. Moreover, it facilitates the flexible interaction between patient and doctor through using web application. This shows the efficiency of using the proposed framework to design telemedicine systems.

After implementing the proposed framework to design the two systems, we can conclude that, to achieve improvements in quality health care and to reduce errors, researchers and system developers must work together to integrate the knowledge of user-centered design toward the design of new systems customized to users with specific needs. Moreover, there is a need of collaboration among medical team, the design team, and the development team to ensure a well design and perform of telemedicine systems.

5.1. Future Work. This work proposes the adoption of user-centered design (UCD) methodology for designing and developing telemedicine systems in order to support the rehabilitation of patients with mental deficiencies. Then, four research lines are identified from this research:

(1) deploy the proposed framework in other telemedicine systems and include other related technology, in order to identify more findings and get more favorable results;

(2) develop tailored versions of telemedicine system for mobile devices;

(3) implement the proposed approach in the treatment and rehabilitation therapy file;

(4) incorporate intelligent agents to support the patient and medical staff in telemedicine systems.
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